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It is interesting how life is a compass, sometimes. Truthfully, we may know which 

direction to go but never does a compass tell of the trials and tribulations that we will encounter 

along the way. As a child, my compass pointed towards pursuing the sciences in colleges, and 

to this day, I believe they still do. But never would I have assumed that the swamps of mental 

health would be on my path to reach it. And truthfully, never would I have thought that I would 

find purpose and passion in the political scene. Now I'm not naive to think I could escape 

politics. After all, my dad has always said, "everything is political, and everything is politics."  

 

I will say this – my "journey to self-discovery" had already begun before this fellowship. If 

anything, this fellowship is a chapter of my story. This wouldn't be a filler chapter, however. It'd 

be to the likes of when the windmill is first rebuilt in Orwell's Animal Farm or when the Fox 

teaches The Little Prince on relationships in Saint-Exupery's Le Petit Prince. In short, it's one of 

many important scenes that contributes to the foundation of the novel. So without overly diving 

into my past, albeit brief, what must be noted to understand what this fellowship has done for 

me is how I treated myself. 

 

To quote my entry into this fellowship: "I spent my pre-high school years trying to hide 

away my identity as an Asian-American; I wanted to assimilate and fit in as best as possible. But 

come high school, a switch flicked in my head, and I desperately tried to gain what I had 

neglected". Of course, a problem arises when your skin is not the same shade as those around 

you. I slowly realized that even if I got close to assimilating, my skin's pigment is branded to me. 

And so, the adage, "if you can't beat them, join them" became twofold in meaning – when I 

wasn't trying to assimilate, I became nothing more than my stereotypes. It didn't help that I loved 

science, and my nickname became "Doctor" or "Professor" alongside the multitude of racist 

tirades.  

 

But to be honest, I haven't fully forgiven myself of how I acted towards my identity. There 

is a line from Hamilton's "One Last Time" that I frequently resonate with: "I am nevertheless too 

sensible of my defects not to think it probable that I may have committed many errors." Of 

course, I don't mean to come off as overly critical of myself, but I look back to the memories I 

have created and hold my regrets close to my heart. Self-forgiveness is a muscle that needs to 

be exercised. It is a machine; each gear is oiled to allow this task to be fulfilled. 

 



What this fellowship has given me in this regard is a crash course on forgiveness. I had 

been familiar with the concept of reflection and meditation through my "journey to self-

discovery." Reading The Inner Work of Racial Justice, I knew this fellowship would build on my 

school's values, among others, had instilled to me right from the get-go. Hearing from my 

community and those outside of it, I began to see that these experiences are not unique to me. 

Being allowed to investigate the history of AAPIs, one common thread spanning throughout the 

ages is where we fit in America. Besides racial factors, what I have realized (especially from 

COVID) is Asian-Americans' unique positioning between individualism and collectivism. In 

essence, we are a balancing act – trying to look out for the collective at home while staying 

opportunistic and cutthroat when needed on the outside. And while it is disheartening to know 

these struggles are relatively common, there is always glory in the grief. As a bridge between 

individualism and collectivism, it feels like the Asian-American story is designed to foster 

relational power. Amidst many common threads tying us together, I've seen that Asian-

Americans are strengthened and united by struggle. Because of this, I’ve slowly been able to 

forgive myself for my past neglect as truthfully, without it I don’t believe I would be where I am 

today.  

 

As for the rest of the fellowship, the opportunities to host listening sessions and conduct 

interviews have added a different lens to my perception of leadership. For me, my experiences 

with leadership accumulate into two categories: school and church. There’s a distinct difference 

between the two; my formality changes depending on the setting. With this fellowship, what I 

thought to be the firm constructs of leadership ended up becoming only pieces in a larger 

puzzle. While I had a grasp on communicative leadership, the act of listening was bolstered and 

is now integral in how I view leadership. Having thought that leadership was defined by holding 

an arbitrary position, I realize that everyone to their own right is a leader. With varying roles, no 

person can be left out if complete functionality is desired. Everyone has their own experiences 

and stories that must be shared and utilized to create legitimate unity, understanding, and 

change.  

 

  



So as this fellowship comes to a close, the question that everyone is thinking is: how is 

our work going to continue? I will make a bold statement right now and say that I will do my very 

best to stay in contact and participate in activities as often as possible (publish this and hold me 

accountable!). But in all seriousness, I’m hoping to create a standing connection between Rising 

Voices and my school. As the current president of my school’s National Honor Society, I’m 

currently working to create phone banking and text banking volunteer opportunities for NHS 

members. One of the greatest privileges I’ve had is talking with people through these banks and 

personally, I believe it’s an amazing gateway into becoming more aware of politics as a whole. 

After the presidential election, I’d love to open my NHS chapter to more opportunities related to 

Rising Voices and am planning to do as such. My dream is to be able to connect organizations 

like Rising Voices to my community to not only open people up to different learning 

opportunities but also awaken people to undiscovered interests. We, as a generation, are 

trailblazers. Bold and zealous, we follow the footsteps of those before us, criticizing and 

nitpicking a broken system’s intricacies. It’s no question that social advocacy and social justice 

are now commonplace with youth as if they are true north on a compass. We grow, we learn, 

we listen, we fight - this is the path I hope to follow in my future. I cannot express in words the 

gratefulness I have to Rising Voices for these opportunities. But then again, the last time I 

checked, I do believe actions speak louder than words - I hope that my future will be able to 

speak to that. 

 

 

 


